Online Resources Available
@ Helen B. Hoffman Plantation Library

The following are available on the library computers and from anywhere via the library web page
http://www.plantation.org/Library/

**NewsBank** Find information on topics related to business, education, health, politics and more from a variety of news media including newspapers, newswires, blogs, videos and web-only content.

**Sun-Sentinel 1986-Current** Find information on topics related to community issues and events, business, education, government, and more.

**Miami Herald 1982-Current** Find information on topics related to community issues and events, business, education, government, and more.

Start the conversation in your choice of over 70 world languages and dialects through courses crafted using conversational methodology. Every self-paced language course introduces the learner to cultural insights and grammatical nuances specific to their language of choice, delivered through native speaker dialogue, and created with each individual learner in mind.

The Florida Electronic Library (FEL) is a gateway to select Internet resources that offers access to comprehensive, accurate, and reliable information. Available resources include electronic magazines, newspapers, almanacs, encyclopedias, and books, providing information on topics such as current events, education, business, technology, and health issues. The FEL offers information for all age groups, including homework help for students and resources for teachers.